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Butterfly Card 
    
Set(s):Set(s):Set(s):Set(s):  Nature Walk (Wood #121925, Clear #121997) 
 
Accessories:  Accessories:  Accessories:  Accessories:      
5 ½ x 8 ½ Very Vanilla Cardstock 
3 x 4 DSP Springtime Vintage #121782 
1 x 4 Baja Breeze cardstock 
4 inches & 10 inches of Chantilly Crochet Trim #118480 
3 ¾ x 2 ¾ Baja Breeze cardstock 
3 ½ x 2 ½ Very Vanilla cardstock 
Black StazOn #101406 
Old Olive, Baja Breeze, and So Saffron marker 
Two 3 inch pieces of Pear Pizzaz Seam Binding Ribbon #122330 
Vanilla Rosettes #118774 
Scallop Trim Border Punch #118402 
Vintage Wallpaper embossing Folder 
Sizzix Multi-purpose platform & cutting plates 
4 inches Sticky Strip, Glue   
 

 

 
Fold the Vanilla cardstock in half 

 
Take the Victorian Wallpaper embossing folder 

and place the front of the card in it 

 
Run the embossing folder through the Big Shot 

 
Adhere the 3x4 Designer paper as shown 

 
Take the 1x4 strip of Baja Breeze and punch 

One edge 

 
Adhere the punched strip as shown 

 
Adhere the 4 inch lace over the seam between 
the punched cardstock and the designer paper 

 
Adhere the Baja Breeze rectangle as shown (off 

center to the right) 
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Color the flower stamp Olive for leaves and 

branches, Baja Breeze for flowers 

 

 
Stamp on the Vanilla rectangle as shown 

 
Adhere the stamped Vanilla layer to the front 
of the card, over the Baja Breeze rectangle 

 
On the small rectangle, stamp the butterfly in 

Black StazOn 

 
Color some detail with So Saffron Marker 

 
Color some detail with Baja Breeze 

 

 
Cut the butterfly out, trimming within 1/8th 

inch of the black edges 
 

 
Cut between the wings and with your scissor 

edge or bone folder, gently round 
The wings 

 
Your butterfly will be ‘wavy’ 

 

 
Adhere the butterfly with Dimentionals 

 
Adhere another piece of Sticky Strip to the 
Bottom of the cardfront and pull up the pink 

cover 

 
Adhere the ribbon as shown 

 
Cut the ribbon provided in half and make two 

knots 

 
Cut the edges of the knots in a bias cut 

 
Adhere on the lace ribbon as shown 

 
Adhere the second green ribbon knot as well 
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Adhere a small piece of Sticky Strip or 
Monoadhesive to the ribbon as shown 

 
Adhere the ribbon roses to the Sticky Strip 

in a cluster as shown 

 
Add the pearls to the center of each 

Rose 

 

  

 


